
The Shirburnian, Summer 1954. 
 
We have received the “Ode to the West Wind” with the following covering letter from Littleton C. Powys, 
who was a member of this School from 1886 to 1893: 
 
“I wonder whether you might think fit to include in your summer issue this somewhat remarkable Ode by 
my nephew The Rev. Fr. Littleton A. Powys, which was composed during the last three or four weeks of his 
life. He was suffering from the most distressing illness that I have ever witnessed: creeping paralysis… to 
me his speech was inarticulate.  But it so happened that a girl, named Dinah White, had acute powers of 
hearing and managed to hear what he was saying… I felt there was no doubt that the Ode ought to be 
printed.  He did not see it, but only the printed proof copy which he and Dinah corrected before he died 
and the booklet appeared, which allowed me to add ‘and to his Memory.’” 
 
The author was a Shirburnian from 1916 to 1920. He was a chaplain to the Forces in the last war. 
 

ODE TO THE WEST WIND 
By the Revd. Fr. Littleton A. Powys 

and in his memory 
 

PART 1. 
1. 

Rain-panoplied Enchanter of the sea, 
Blow o’er the black wastes of Atlantic waters, 

And in the fury of thy travel, rouse – 
Majestic for the battle with the shore – 
Waves that will make leviathan in fear 

Dive to unchartered deeps.  But first send forth, 
To fill the glad sails of the little ships 

And bear them home to port, thy messengers, 
Children, let out of school, light sportive gusts, 
Born of thy dalliance with the evening clouds, 

Wanton and playful, whose delight it is 
To fret and tease the fallen autumn leaves 

And whirl them round in circles.  Then do thou 
The gathered splendour of thy power release 
On those first rugged bastions of the land – 
The western isles, whose rocky faces bear 

The scars of an interminable war. 
 

2. 
Treeless the hills, save where some twisted thorn 
Clings, stunted, dwarfed and bent like a poor man 

Who on a meagre pittance hardly lives. 
The grass, here matted like a lion’s mane, 

There closely cropped by sheep – those hillborn sheep 
Nimble as deer, with proud Homeric horns, 
Whose like, brimful of heady mead or wine, 

How many a solemn warriors’ feast have graced! 
Or with a clear call from the high rocks resounding 

Summoned the bearded clansmen out to war! 
Wave, rock, hill, grass, sheep and the stricken tree, 

Ling, and the golden coinage of the gorse, 
Blue scabious, lover of the lofty places 
That steals its azure from the very sky, 



The herring gull with harsh and greedy call – 
These, unprotected, meet thy first embrace, 

These dost thou penetrate, infuse, surround – 
Wind from the west! But what of this dark stream 

Deep in the vale, protected by the rocks 
And fringed with ferns? Hardly a ripple now 

Stirs on its surface; but anon the storm 
Will send down cataracts from the hills above 

And the high mountains gleam with water falls; 
The little stream (no longer little then, 

But deep and turgid, swirling towards the sea) 
Will soon be full of silver shining trout 

Fresh from the waves and salty, while thine own 
Brown denizens cower in hovers deep. 

 
3. 

O from how many wooded mountain-sides 
The odour of thy incense dost thou draw – 

The fragrant souls of dark cone-bearing trees! 
Cedar and spruce and the indomitable 

Scots fir, which carries on its noble trunk 
The colours of the rising sun; 

The various pine-trees with their divers smells; 
The larch, in winter of all trees most dead, 

In spring reveals a marvel to our eyes, 
For on each dead and seeming brittle branch 

Behold a galaxy of tender stars 
Greener than grass! How many a dreary place – 

Made drear perhaps by man’s industrious hand – 
Of herbage destitute, transformed is 

By such enchantment. 
 

4. 
Yea, but this I know, 

There is a valley that thou lovest more 
Than all thy mountains.  It is like a maid 

All warm from play by sudden sleep o’er taken 
Upon a bedded bank of mossy grass, 

Her hand half-closing on a bunch of flowers, 
Culled from the hedgerows. Thus thy valley lies, 

Hidden, in a security profound, 
But with wide meadows open to the air 

And to the influences of the sky; 
While through these fields there flows a limpid stream 

Margin’d with loosestrife and hemp-agrimony, 
Where well contented cows come down to drink. 

Down stream, there stands a flinty bridge which broods, 
As all old bridges brood, on things gone by, 

Held by the measure of the water’s flow 
As by a memory.  Not here the ships 

Nor busy barges ply.  Nor doth it bear 
A highway for the hurried trades of men; 

But only a small chalky cart road leads 
To a white farmstead with its barns and byres, 



And trinity of ancient cottages 
All thatched with straw, their hard and sturdy walls 
Built strong with flint stones and with rosy bricks, 

How often a small lamp or candle flame, 
On dark and stormy nights hath sent its beam 

Through diamond lattices to glad the heart 
Of wet and weary labourer returning! 

Hard by within a stonecast of the barns, 
Once stood a Saxon Church, but there remains 

Hardly a standing stone; and yet a man 
May pause and pray, and wonder to himself 

Where the Priest stood, and with anointed hands 
Uplifted God to God. 
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